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Part I Introduction and General Statistics 
l 
The question of the position of the adjective with 
respeot t6 its noun has been discussed a great deal, and 
reoently has been to some extent scientifically investigated. 
Miss Mabel Merryman.·1n·her master's thesis at the 
University of Kansas (1916), studied the position of at-
tributive adj~ctives in the seven books or the Gallic War ----
and seven speeches of Oioero. which included the Catil1nar1an 
orations, and those for Arohias, the Manilian Law. and 
for Marcellus. She found that 80.6'7% of' all the adjectives 
and pronouns in the Gallic~ precede the nouns. In ·the 
orations of Cicero which she studied she found a percentage 
of \58. 52 preceding, taking into aooount the· stereotyped 
expressions suoh as res J?Ublioa. Omitting stereotyped 
·ph~ases, the found a percentage for Cicero of 74.~3 pre-
ceding. Miss Merryman did not consider the effect of 
emphasis on the position or the adjectives. 
Professor B. L. Ullman, in the·Classiaal Journal, 
V. XIV, 7, discusses word order. Several theses were 
written under his direction oonoerning the position of the 
possessive.· These investigations showed• in his opinion, 
that the preceding position was more emphatic then the 
following, but when the preceding possessive is a separating 
word, it 1s unemphatic. 
Ile says the demonstrative is naturally emphatic, and, 
therefore. regularly precedes the noun. But later he says 
that· constant use of the emphatic position tends to weaken 
emphasis. The demonstrative is not used as a stop-gap as 
often aa the possessive because it (the demonstrative} is 
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more emphatic. When the demonstrative is so used, the 
preceding word may be very emphatic. (As to his statement 
that.the demonstrative precedes the possessive because it 
is more ·emphatic, one would say that a more natural ex-
planation is that it precedes through sheer force of habit. 
His belief that when the demonstrative does follow an adjec-
tive, the preceding word is likely to be ~mphatio bears this 
out. My own stu.dy will ten·d to show this in the case of 
. i . 
idem· and omnis'• which Professor Ullman suggests as examples.) 
He bel'ieves that v1hen· J..lli follows the noun, as in 
Atrioanus· ~. the noun is made more emphatic. .Antipa~er 
.!!!!. Sidonius throws the emphasis on S1don1us, and could be 
' ' • l ) 
made, in his opinion, more emphatic by reversing the order. 
The grammars do not agree on the position of the 
emphatic adjeot1ve. First place, however• is favored. 
Hale-Btickr 
(1) Adjectives normally follow.their nouns. Ullus and 
nullus normally precede. 
(2) Determ1nat1ves and intensives, adjectives of 
quantity and precision normally precede, some rormlng (as 
f.' ~ 
hio) a·constituent part of the thought, others being - . . ',• i ,•· 
·naturally emphatic. !!12., meaning !!!!!! famous, usually 
·rollows. 
(3) Possessives and indefinites, and ordinal 
numerals normally follow. 
(4) Modifier is ·separated from the noun if' a phrase 
depends on ·one or the other. 
Speoial emphasis may be gained by
(l) Reversing norm.al order. 
(2) Juxtaposing like or contrasting words. 
(3) Postponement to produce suspense. 
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A mod1f1er·may be made emphatic by separating it from 
noun by a governing word. Contrast between pairs of 'WOrds 
is ·shown by parallel or orose order. 
Gildersleeve: 
When the attribute is .emphatic it is commonly put before 
the ~ubatant1ve; otherwise in classical Latin ordinarily 
·arter it • 
. Superlatives denoting sequence in time and space 
·generally pre·oede the substantive: Summus rn, ·primo ~' 
vere: nrimo .' · . ............... ..-. .... 
In another. section he says• "·An adjeoti ve usually pre-
cedes, but often follows the word to which it belongs;" I 
cannot reconcile .this statement v,1 th his first rule. 
,, ..
D~moristratives and oard~lials ·regularly precede. 
Possessives and ordinals regularly tolloVI. 
J~ following adjective (as ~ bonus) originally (not 
always• but often 1nolass1oal period) had restrict! ve fo·rce--
"a man.who is good." This adjective seems emphatic to me, 
and a refutation of Gildersleeve•s general statement at 
first. 
General rules for emphasis are similar to Hale•s. 
(l) Reversing normal position. 
(2) Approximation o:t' aimilars or opposites. 
(5) Separation. 
Bennett: 
"No general rule can be laid down for the position of 
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the adjective. On the whole, they precede the,noun oftener 
than they· follow it." 
(1) Quantity. (1noluding numerals) ,demonstratives, 
-relatives, interrogatives regularly precede. Jl..!!,, "that 
:well .:.known t: regularly follows • 
. (2) Possessives and -1nde:fin1 te ·pronouns usually follow. 
l..2.£ contrast, possessives often stand first. (The un:1 eraoorings 
e.re mine.): 
(3) ,superlative denoting place preoedes; ·pure superlative 
follows. For sake of emphasis ·the normai order is often 
abandoned and emphatic-word is put at the beg1nning 1less 
often at encl ot the sentence. 
All an g Greenough: 
Numeral adJeativas, adjectives of quantity, demonstratives, 
relatives, interrogatives tend to precede; because such 
words are usually· emphatic~ Often words connected with 
them are more so, and,· in auoh oases. the pronouns, eto • 
. yield the 8l1lphat1o places~ ', 
The more im~ox·tant word is never placed last for 
emphasis.· 
AooordinS to the Allan and Greenough· theory a sentence 
is like a dying echo, the first word or phrase most emphat1o 1 
the second next in emphasis, and so on. 
ftoby: 
Adjectives usually follow• but they frequently have 
the reverse order, which 1s the rule in the case of 
5
demonstratives ·and adjeotiVE>S ot number and quantity. 
·Any word, whioh is to be made emphatic is .Placed at 
or near the· beginning or·the sentence, or sometimes, if 
not the primary predicate, at: the end •. 
.- An unemphat1o·word between a pair of oonneoted words 
is used to .give emphasis· to the· first. 
Ohiasmus is used for contrast.· Anaphora 1a used for 
oumulative ei"feot. 
Harkness:·
Adjectives may stand either before or after. When 
emphatic they'.generally stand before. 
Any word exoept·· the subject may be made emphatic by
being placed at the beginning .of the sentence. Any word 
except.the predioe.te may be made emphatic by being placed 
at the end of the ·sentence. 
· Two words naturally:oonneoted•. as a noun and its 
adJeotive,·are.sometimes made emph~t1o by·separat1on. 
Anaphora and oh1asmus make two groups or words 
emphatic. 
·Posseesives·generally follow. Other pronominals 
precede. · ll!!, "that well•known-." usually follows if not 
aooompan1ed by an ~dJeotive. 
Sloman: 
(l:) Numerals, Quantity, demonstratives, interrogatives, 
precede.;; 
(2).Posee~s1vea uaujlly follow. 
(3) Ordinary adjectives may follow or precede. 
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( 4) .A word or phrase qualifying or governing a noun· w1 th 
an attribute us~ally stands between. 
Attributive e.djeot:tves or genitives have a tendency 
to. follow. 
Emphasis may·be given by
· (l) . Placing a word first when ne tural position is 
elsewhe·re. 
, (2) Inversio.n of · normal order 
'(3) Juxtaposition of similar or contrasted words. 
· (4). Separation or v,ords naturally. connected·. 
(5) Deterring ·yto,:d to be emphasized.
-~!advts:
Adjectives uaua.11:y· stand after the substantive, but 
may.stnnd,before.it where werrish to give particular 
promlnenoe to the,·def1nit1on contained in the gen1·t1ve 
(for. ·the sake ot· antithe~fs-:or any,other reason.) 
-Demonstrative pronouns stand before the substantive 
if no partiaular emphas1s.1s to be la1d·on, the latter. 
Definitions belonging to the substantive or to the 
adjeatlve may st~nd_ between. 
The adjective may be separated from the substantive 
and made more emphatic. 
KUhner: 
Ne.mentlioh ls, die Ne.ohs.tellung des· Adjektivs · · 
hattfig, wenn es betont 1st. :Denn die alter negel, 
wonaoh das betor1to Adjektiv: .voranstehen muss, 1st durop.aus
h1nf.Sll1g;- :zur besonderen Hervorhebung eines Wortes·
' 7
d1ent die .ungew~hnl~ch~ Stelung. Daher warden Adjektive, 
' ', ',: • I ,:_ , •' ; 
die gew6hnliohe voranstehen, wenn s1e betont sind1 naoh-: ' ' 1'; I'
ges~e1:lt. 
Most .of ~he grammars evidently favor the first 
plaoe as ntore ~mphatio. No one of them, however. distin-
guishes clearly between emphasis byoontrt;lst and emphasis 
without_ contrast. Bennet indioa.tes that .there may be a 
difference .when ha says, "For;oon'.tre.st, the possessive 
' ' ; 1 
often stands·r1rst." But he does not make a olear dis-
tinot~on. in so.many ~ords. It tAe adjective stands first 
I ,[ 
when . 1~ _ is contrasting., as .one would naturaly expect 1 t 
to do, we.s~il have no proof that other kinds ot em- (l) 
phasis have the same.effect. No work which can be con-
sidered statistioaly thorough.has been.doD;eon adjeo... ( , ' ' ,· ' ' . 
tives as ·a wh;ole, and one cannot draw conclusions from. 
,;' : ' : 'J I ' ' • ' >
'what has been done on the,p0;s~essive, because the em-
phasis of this type of modifier is·so obviously contrast-
•• ;, ' ,. •• > ' .', I 
1ng. It is _plain that.not.al emphasis is contrasting. 
For instanoe1 one may take two sent~noes containing 
exactly the same words, both showing considerable emphasis, 
but meaning .not at·':al the same thing. I .ha'\Te used 
·undersoor1ngs to show where the stress would 'be placed: 
~ ~~ ~s a beautiful country." (Implying that some· 
l. The contrasted word conies first to the speaker's mind. 
We find a similar phet1omenon in the fact that the first 
word 1n a sentenoe
1
frequently ild.ice.tes·a break in the 
oont1nu1 tyof thought and the . 1ntroduotion of a new 
topic. · 
8
other oount.ry is not beautiful.·) 
ttThis is: a beautiful country •. "· "There is: no, contrast 
here 1n the speaker's mind.-::but his voioe mtght show strong 
feeling. in p:r9nouno1ng ·the· word·. ~beautffu~. ") 
Several e>f: the gramrnarf!J suggast that the separated 
position is emphatic. None• of course, gives statistical 
evidence.. Th1.s ·theory will be o.ons1dered in the following 
figures. 
It has been oons1stently overlooked that a word may 
be empha.tio in one position or another, but that_ this does 
not prove the part1oular poai tion to· bA emphatic. Comoa·ra-
tive. ·. percentages must be worked· out in. order to make. 
a def1ni ta statement as to ·the emphatic position. 
These·are some of the questions to be considered if 
any olea.r idea about emphasis is to be gained. 
In this study I have, examined, e:ll the attributive 
adje'ctives in Books I and II or Cae.sar•s Civil ~. 
keeping .in mind the question ot emphasis and its influence 
on the position of the modifier. 
· l.· I have frequently called non-contrasting emphasis 
''sonorous." This term. 1s not insisted upon as an infal• 
lible one, beoo.use. conoe1vably, it may designate only 
one kind of non-contrasting · emphasS.s. The word as used 
in tllia study may be considered merely' as a . convenient 
handle. I also have otHEm used "not contrasting" and 
"non-contrasting" when "emphatio,.but not contrasting" 




















General Table of Adjectives 
· · ·Preceding 
Emphatio Unemphatic 
Oontr ) Not Oontr '..' •.
1 
' i,
63 9 141 
8 ·' 14 34
36 8 92
8 5· 12 
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11 9 169 






Contrasting. 33 22 ·
6 4
Superlative. 2. 10 52 
1 2 10 
. .JrollowilB, 
Emphatic Unemphatic 
Contr. . N C ot. · ontr. 
Unolassified 15 14 38 
I 
2 6 8
Numeral 11 9 51 
5. 8
.• 19 
Possessive 5 31 
2 4
Proper l 19 
... 2
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Figures ·111 upper:iett-ha.nd corner of squares are for adjec-
tives immed1atel:y juxtaposed; in lower right-hand, for 





Preced. ~ aoroas ~ down 
,; .. Emph. 391 ~4.88 
Unemph~ 1022 82.89 '12.35 211 l'l.ll 65.12 
·1415 81.35 3n4 18.65 
Table II. Interrogatives. Demonstratives 
and Relatives Omitted. 
Emph~ , ·366, 76.41 53.18 113 23.59 35.Sl 
Unemph. 757· '18.07 6th82 207 21.92 64.69 
1103 ,,.51 320 22.49 
Table III. l1djeotives E,eparated from
Noun. 
Contr. .61 79.82 20.0? 16 20.78 21.33 
· Not Contr 4l 65.13 13.49. 21 33.67 28.0 
Unemph. 202, 84.17 66.44 38 15.83 50.67 
504 80.21 '75 19.19 
Tabl~ IV. Adjectives Immediate to Noun 
Contr. 250 85.04 22.64 44 14.95 l'l.6'1 
Not Oontr 39 · 54.93 3.52 38 45.0? 12.85 
Unemph. 820 82.58 '!3.94 173 17 .42. 69.48 .. 
· 1109 81.66 249 18.3'4 
Table v. Oomparison or Contrasting and 
Non-Contrasting Emphasis. 
Contr. 311· 83.83 ?'9.54 60 16.17 53.l 
Not Contr 80 eo.15 20.46 53 39.85 46.9 
591 . 77.56 113 22.42 
Table VI. Same as Table I with.emphasis . 
differentiated., Percentages are of total 
preceding or total foliow1ng. 







511 22.01 60 18.52 
80 5.66 53 16.36 
1022 "12.33' 211 65.12 
1413 324
Table VII. Same as VI, with demonstratives 















Table VIII. Same as Table VI. Percentages 
are or·total contrasting, total hot con-
trasting, and total unempha~io. 
Preceding % across Following % across 
Contr. 3ll 83.82 60 16.18 
Mot Oontr 80 60.15 5~. 35.85 
unemph 1022 82.89 211 l'l.ll 
1413 '81.35 324 18.65 
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Table IX. Same .as VIII, with d.emonstratives, 
relatives, end' interrogatives omitted. · 
Oontr. 286 82.66 69 '17 .34 
11ot Oontr 80 . 60.15 5Z 39.85 
tJnemph. ' '15'! 78.07 20"1 21.93 
<(
1103 77.51 320 22.49 
Analysis of Tal:iles. I to IX. 
In Table I we find that 81.35%. of e.ll the a.dJeotives 
preoede and 18.65% follow. Ir emphasis made no difference 
at all in posi t1on, 1 t v;ould be expected that the same 
' .
proportion--81.35%--ot all the emphatic adjectives would 
' ' ' ,, t 
preoede. It pfs.oing ·an ad.j.eotive ·before ·1 ts· noun tended 
to make 1t emphatic we.should·expeot a percentage greater 
than 81,35% to precede., Vihat we actually. find is that 
,i 
,'1.58% of all the emphatic adjectives preoede and 22.42% 
follow. This fact obviously indicates that it is the 
following position which .tends to be emphat~o. Anothe~. 
way of looking at the same f.aot is to examine the pro-
port.ions of the total preceding and total following 
divisions. In thiace.se we find that a higher percentage 
{34 .. 88) or the following e.djeotives is ._emphatic than of 
14 
the preceding (2~.67%). ,In addition, it must be-remembered 
that these figures make no. distinction es to kinds of 
emphasis. 
In Table II the interrogative, demonstrative, and 
relative adjeotives have been omitted. This .was done 1n 
,,
order to prevent a possible unfairness in oount:lng adjeo-
. "
tives which are plaoed first almost mechanically. Never-
theless, although 7,.a1% of all the adjectives precede, 
76.41% or the emphat'io ad.jectives precede• and about 2% 
more of the f.ollov11n·g m~difi'ers are emphatic then of 
those which precede.· 
',"',; 
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In Table III adjectives separated fro:m, the noun 
are treated. 80~21% of ail separated ·adjeoti.vea pr~cede, (l) 
but 79.22% of the contrasting and 66.13% ot the "sonorous" 
separated modifiers are preceding. '.rhus a slight.advantage 
for contrasting and a deoided one ror sonorous emphasis 
is shown for following separated adjectives. Looking, 
however, at the third and aixth·aolumns or this table, we 
find that both preceding and following separated modifiers 
are more emphe.tio than adjectives immediately juxtaposed 
to their nouns: 33.56% and 49.35% (oombin1ng contra.sting 
and ·non-contrasting emphasis}, against 26.06%° and 30.52% • 
(•rable IV.) 
Table IV tabulates exclusively the adjectives which 
are immediate to their nouns,. In this table some advantage 
is apparent for immediately preceding adjectives so far as 
contrast goea--the rsverse being true to~ adjectives which 
are amphatio, but not oontrastins--;· i.e., 81.66% of all 
immediate adjectives precede, 85.04% ot contrasting 
a.djeotives precede, 'and 22.54% of all preceding, as against 
l'1.67% or all folloviing adjeot1 ves ,' are oontrnstinti~ 
..
There is however, a decidedly stronger advan·tsge for the 
:Lmmed1a.tely following adjectives with respect. to sonorous 
words: 18.34% of all immediate adjectives follow, but· 
45.07% of the sonorous, immediate adjectives follow. 
1. Adjectives have been considered separated if any ,vord 
except another adjective stood between them and the nouns 
they modified• and except et when there were two adjectives. 
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Table V oompares contrasting and non-contrasting 
emphasis. The,peroentage'of' 83.83% (when the preoeding 
proportion of all eruphat1ce.djeot1ves equals 77.58%) 
for contrasting emphasis accounts. for the oorrimon.belief 
that the preceding poeitio·n is emphatic, But one cannot 
defend that statement because the word "emphatic" is too 
gene1·al. What one· onn say is the t the preceding place 
is often used wlien the clement of contrast er1 ters in. 
When the .emphasis is not ooLtraoting the follov,ing 
position is even more frequently used for sonorous 
emphasis than ·the preoed1rig.p:J.,aoa1s used.for oontrast: 
22.42% of all emphatio adjectives follow, but 39.85% 
o:f' all sonorous adjectives follow. Turning the 
figures. around, we find that', while the mejori ty of the 
emphatic adjectives are contrasting in the·oase of 
both preceding and following modifiers; the majority for 
the preceding r;ords is muoh greater .. (79.54% preceding; 
p3.l% following). Most emphasis.is seen to be oontrastin~, 
I I
and, ·this, probably• is es peoinlly true of the kind of 
literature on whioh thi~ study is. based. 
Tables VI to IX aro elaborations of Tables I and 
.II, dtfferentiating between the kinds of emphasis. They 
are uaef'ul:,in aooounting for the fact that the following 
. J : edjeot1ves, when no d1st1notion oonaern1ng emphasis.is 
I 
mo,de, have an emphasis peroen tage which is greater than 
that percentage would be if emphasis made no differenoe 
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in word order. In Table VIII, ror inste.noe, it is seen 
that a~.82% ot oontrasting modifiers precede, while 
81.35% of all m~difiers precede. It is the abnormally 
large proportion o:t'* follo,11ng sonorous adjeatives which 
brings dpvm. the total emphasis percentage of preoed1ng 
adjectives~ It is not surprising, in view or the type 
of adjectives he discusses, that Prof. Ullman deoided 
·\ 
that nemphat1o*' adjectives tend to preoede. In Table 
VI we see that 22.01% of-the preceding, 18.52% of the 
follo"~ing modit,1ers are contrasting; that 6. 6e% of the 
preceding, 16.56% of.the follo~ing adjectives ere 
sonorous. It is to be· observed that the ·contras ting 
percentages in this table are closer together than 
' '
the ri.on-oontrast:tng peroentages; that is, one 1s more 
likely to find a oon t1·asting v1ord fallowing than a 
sonorous word peeoeding. 
The following general statements may be made, 
. b$aed on the foregoing statistics. 
1. In generalt the most emphatic position is the 
separated, or most unusual (most unusual in the sense 
that there are fewer separated adjectives in the pre-
ceding and following groups, respectively, than the1·e 
.i
are immediate adjectives) position. 
2. Adjectives which follow the noun, being the 
s~oond"most unusual", are more often, proportionately, 
emphatic than .e.re preceding adjectives. 
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5. Mora.than tbree-:rou.rths of preceding emphasis 
is due to contrast. The preceding position .is slightly 
more often ·used than the following for contrast. 
4. For emphasis whioh is not contrasting, the 
following position is more ,frequent. (And the following 
position is more likely to be us~d :ror ·contrast than 
the preceding position for.sonorous emphaa1a.) 
Part II. Class1f1oat1on of Adjeotives 
19 
Certain categories. have.been made, be9ause of the 
' • j • ' 
nature of this ,study, wh1.ch are. not usual. it;l classifying· 
ndjeot1v.es; some of them would. be,· 1ndead,. worthless 
for any other purpose. At the risk of caµsing confusion, 
I have called one group 11oontrast1ng." It includes 
adjeotives of a kind of "duel" nature, euoh as Alter. 
The oomprartives and superlatives also have been 
treated separately, The proper adjectives, too, were 
separated beoaus~ they, like the possessives, are so 
often oontra.stigg. ~'hese uu.usual groups were made in 
. '. l 
order to clarity the work done, and to decrease to some 
extent the element of subjectivity, which• in a study of 
this kind, 'must neoesse.rily be great.· There 1s also 
a group of "unclassified" e.djeat1ves wh~oh I saw no 
point in div1d1ng further. 
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Unclassi.fied Adjectives 
These include all the adjectives which did ncit fit 
easily into any other·group. 
Preceding . Following 
Contr Non-Contr · Unemph Contr: Mon-Con tr Unemph 
I.mm.ad. 63 9 141 15 14 35 , 
29.58~ 4.23% 66.19% 22.39% 20.9% 56.71% 
Sepa~ 8 14 34 2 6 8
14.29 25.0 ap • .71 12.5 ~7.5 50.0 
'1]. 23 1'15 17 20 46 
26.39 8.55 65.06 20.48 24,l '55.42 
Total, 352 
Total .Preceding, 269 = 76.42%. 
Total following, 83 
Total emphatic·~. 131· 
Pteoed1ng emptlatio = 94 a 71.76% 
/ 
To·ta.l Con t1~·at\ ting = 88 
. .,.' t .,·. 
PreoediLg contrasting= 71 = 80.68% 
Total emphatic, not oon tre.sting "' 45 
Total preceding emphatic, not. 001trasting ~ 23 = 53.49% 
The proportions for thin type of adjective are similar 
to those ot the tables in lJhich the totals hav·e been shown. 
20. 9;1t · ot immediately following adjeoti ves are emphatic, but 
not contrasting, as age.inst 4.23% o:f the preceding. Con-
trasting adjeoti ves tend to precede. 
, 
Adjeotlves 1n this group are: 
Tribunioius, perniciosus, semenster,'aequus, finitimus. 
falsus, nooturnus, oertus, re:miesus, languidus, vetus, 
novus, oommu:n1s, levis, expeditus, nobilis, barbarus, 
21 
mutuua, cotidianus, subitus, posterus, madius, apertus, 
1nstruotus. deoliv1s, eximius, l'.'epentinus, honcstus, exer-
oi ta tus, peri tus • h~id ..us, qeler, 1doneus, abs ens, aux111-
ar1s, triplex, m111taris; eontumeliosus, neoessarius, 
oraber, p:r1st1nus 1 praetorius, novua, ·iniquus, se.roina.rius,. 
nimius, pe,dalis, public.us, ferreus, dexter, eminens, moll is, 
quadratus, supplax.- diutinus, mer1d1anus. traversarius, 
diuturnus, par, bonus, tUl"bidtia • ·eminens, longus, relictue • 
)' 
paternus, ~urpis• ne~a.rius, pe);territus,. oaptus. ,r1ooturnus, 
iustus.• pristinus, propoaitus, tra.n~versus I praesens, 11her, 
... 
equester1 onera.r:ius, ve.i .. i'us, obliquua, miser, sinister, 
diffioilia, erduus, _oivil1s, oooultus, d1v1nus, hurnanus. 
privatus, perpetuus, aotuarius, transmarinus, extraord1na-
r1us ,- leg! t1mus, j.mpar, gra.vis, tenuis, angustus, ruturus, 
onerarius,,seoipdus, alarius, inusitatus, inoognitus, 
d.omes ti ous, externus, longinquus, publi.ous • directus, 
pedester • mediocris • exigµu.s, notus • longus-, similis • 
deieotus, navalis 1 lateri.oius. fiducie.rius, quietus, 
fa.cilia, peritus. raaens, oongestioius, gravis• adversus, 
al1enua, inoommodus. tenuis, infirmue, scutatus, cetratus, 
1mp~r, legionarius, urbanus, oacous, duplex• praee.cutus., 
adu_lescens) exoelsus, anoo1 .. arius, bipedal is, oonstra ta,. 
oneratus, oppidanus,,triremts. oampestris, eenatorius, 
pontifious • asper .• mon tanus, angus:tus • montuosus, oon-
sanguineus, _imperitus, do~tus, corruptus, adversus,, insplens, 
tutus, ~eoeptus, distans, petena. com1tial1s,.praerupt:us. 
inaudi~ue, integer. 
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Examples· will. illuminate · the use". or this, kind of 
ad·jeativa. 
· l..8 "Semper; se 1iei publioae ~ commoda ;privati~'. 
neoessitudinibushabuisse potiora. 0 Privatu2_·is con-
trasted• ,vi th anaphora·, with 1;ei publi oe_e. 
1. 40 tt!t·a oongressus, 1mpa1•1 numero '.me.snos impetus 
legionmn equi tatusque sustinet." · Imm ri. end mar.mos 
are contrasted. Anaphora is again the 81"l"angemen t used. 
1.75 "Quicumque e.ccidisset ce.sue hunc guieto et 
,aeguo animo ferret." Sonorous emphasis in. immediately 
preceding adjec~ives. 
· l. 41 l'ossi'~ly. the desire for euphony; is seen in tho 
follo\dng "triplici. 1nstruotn eoie ad Ilerdam proficis.:.. 
oi tur." !ripl1o1 acie. would have been'. rather unpleasant •.. 
1.32 °'re~nuis atque infirmi haec e.nimi videri." 
Sonorous emphasis. 
l.34 "Pompeius, erat adhortatus. ne .!!.2..YJ!.· Caeaeris, 
benefioia veterum .. auorum · beneficiorum· in eos memoriam
expellerent." 1..naphore •. Both qualifying word.a of beneficia 
a1•e oontrs.sted with ·those o:f benef'iciorum. 
l .• 83 "Segi tte.r11 rund1 torosque, media con tine ban tur. 
ecie ~quitatua latera cingebant.~ · Contrast with latera. 
2fl l t'.iopgam et, difficilem habet oppugnetionem. n 
Sonorous ·emphasis. 
2.20 ttT~nta ao tam seounda in Caesarem voluntas 
prov1no1ae reperieban·tur. '1 . Sonorous emphasis.
1.2 "Diountur sententiae graves;" Decidedly 
sonorous. 
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1.20 "Cato in Sicilia naves longas veteres refioie-
bat, novas· oivitatibus imperabat." Contrast. 
2.24 "Id autem est iugum d1reotum em1nens in mare, 
utraque ex parte praeruptum atque aaperum." Sonorous. 
Numeral Adjeotlves 
Preceding 
Contr Not Contr Unemph 
Immed 36 , · 8 92
· 26.47%. ·5~as% ·o, .&5%
Sepe.r 8 5 12 
32.0% 20.q& 48.0% 
44 13 104 
27,33% s.o7% &4.6% 
Total preceding, 161 = 60.98% 
Total f'ollov1ins, 103 = 39. oil% 
'l"qtal emphatic, 90 
J/r/eoeding emphatio 5'7 = 63.33% 
Following emphatic 35 = 36.~!l% 
Total oontrasting, 60 
Following 
Contr Not Contr 
ll , 9 
15.• 4~% 12.68% 
5 ,,' 8 
· 15. s2% 2s·. 0% 
16 : 1'1 
15. 53" ,, . 16. 51% 
Preceding contre.sting,44 • 73.33% 
Following contrasting 16 = 26.67% 
Total sonorous, 30 
Preoeding sonorous 13 = 43.33% 







It is interesting to see that when the percentage ot 
adjeotives preceding (60.98%) decreases, the number emphatic 
is larger {63.33%). It may be said that there is a 
definite tendency for the emphatic adjective to be placed· 
first v1hen oontrasting. The 60. 98% of the total and the
73.33% of contrasting modifiers show this. 
Separated preceding adjective~ have th~ highest 
percentage for contrast, separated following for non-
oontraetingempbas1s. The preceding adjectives have 
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·slightly higher percentage of emphasis than the following 
adjectives (36.{ to 32.04). 
Cardinals and ordinals are oompared in the following 
tables. 
Cardinals. 
Preceding· . Following 
Oontr Not Oontr Unemph Coritr Not Contr Unsmph
Immed 28 e e1 10 9 42 
Se par _...5 _______ 3_________ 1~0 _________ 3 _______ ~s _________ 1_7 __ __ 
2'1 !ll ''11 15 17 59 
Ordinals. 
Immed. 11 0 24 l O 9 
Seper. _3 ______ .......... 1_________ 1 ________ 2 ________ 0 __________ 2 __ __ 
14 l 25 3 0 11 
Too tow distributives were found for oonolusive oan-
putation. They all preoed~d their nouns. 
Cardinals 
Total preceding 109 • 55.05% 
Total following 89 c 4~.95% 
Ordinals 
Total preceding 40 • 74.07% 
Total following 14 =.25.93% 
Cardinals 
Total emphatic• 68 
. })~eceding emphatic, 35 = 55.88% 
Following emphatic, 30 • 44.12%-
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Ordinals 
Total emphatic 18 
Preceding emp·hatic• 15 = 83.33% 
· Fallo.wing emphat1o, 3 =, 16. 6'1% 
A much gre_e.ter percentage of ordinals precedes their 
nouns than of ordinals. A better way of putting 1 t would be 
that the ordinals· precede in about· the normal number of 
.,
cases while the percentage for o ardinals is much below 
. normal, the proportion being nearly half-and-half. ·The . 
preceding ordinals are more likely to he emphatic than· the 
following, but it should be noted that seventeen out of 
eighteen emphatic ordinals are contrasting. 
The following.position remains important with the 
cardinals for expressing emphasis which is not contrasting. 
Possessive Adjectives 
Preceding · Following 
Oontr Not Contr. Unemph Contr Not Contr Unemph 
Imm.ad 40 --· 31 
Seper 6 -- 9 tu
45 40
5~.94% 47.06% 
Total number• 127 
Number preceding, 85 = 66.92% 
Number.following, 42 = 33.08% 
Total emp~at1o, 52 
Emphatic preceding, 45 = 86.54% 
Emphatic following. 7 = 13.45% 




, J?.osseasive 8:djeoti_ves are contrasting ~hen they are 
emphatic. "My" is, tor instance, set off against "your," 
or ''his" .against "your.'' The percentages given indicate. 
rather definitely that contrasting possessives tend to 
precede. 
The immediately tollow1ng possessives were examined 
particularly to discover whether their nouns were not 
· frequently contrasted with other words.· 
l. 7 "_Conola.mant ••• sese paratos ease imperatoris 
w_ .tribunorumgue plebis iniuriaa defendere." This forms 
a kind of ~~aphora 1n meaning, but there is no sharp 
omtrast. 
1.a "Oaesarem quoque pro sua dignitate debere et 
studium et 1raoundiam suam re1 publioae d1mittere." 
Both anaphora and contrast. 
1.20 "obsideri sea Caesare, opera mun1t1onesque 
prope ease perfectas; duoem suum Domitium, ouius ape 
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e.tque fiduoia permanserint proieotia onmibus fugae oon-
silium oapere. n ·· ·The soldiers desori be their· trouble, and 
then say; in effect, . ''But our leader, the . ~an we have 
trusted••how different his actions arefrom what they ought 
tobet" 
1.44 ''Genus erat pugnae militum illorum ut magno im-
petu pr1mo·proou;rrerent1 audaoter looum oaperent, ordines 
~ non magnoper~ servarent, rari dispersique pugnarent •. " 
Anaphora and contrast. 
1.64 "oenturiones tribunosque militum adire atque 
obseorare ut per eos Caesar oertior fieret ne labori suo 
neu perioulo paroeret." Contrast. 
l.'14 "Afran11. etlam· filius adulesoens de sua ao -
i:?arentis !Y1 salute.· , , .agebat."' · Contrast between .!!B!.
and parent1s. 
1. 76 ''neu se neu Pompeium imperatorem suum ••• 
tradant, obseorat," Contrast between_~ and Pomoeium 
imoeratorem. 
l.79 "11am tantum ab equitum suorum auxiliis aberant 
quorum numarum habeba.nt magnum ut eos super1oribus per. 
territos p:roel11s in mediumreoiperent agmen ultroque 
eos tuer~ntur;" This follows.a description of the method 
the Afranians used to fight off Caesar's horsemen. The 
emphasis of the first oleuse oan be:interpreted in more 
\ 
than one way v1hen read aloud.· I have interpreted the 
eguitum as being contrasted with the idea of the bravery 
of the foot soldiers in spite of their own ttnumerum 
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magnum. n 
l.85 "R_eliquos enim oI!liles otfioium suum praest1 tisse: 
ee, • • • ; exeroi tum suum, • • '. ; 1111 us denique exerci tus 
mili tas qui per se de oonoilianda pace egerint;" The v:ord 
order of the first three clauses-of this sentenoe is 
obvious. The action of Afranius is oon trastt§d w1 th that 
of everyone else_ooncerned. 
2-.,~l "aut ~uam mortem miserf\bantur e.ut parentes suos 
oommendabant." Probably contrast of suam and narentes. 
Chia.emus is used.·' 
2. 42; "Curio ubi P9 rterri tis· neque oohorta tiones suas 
neque preoes aud1ri intellegit.-
. ta ti ones and p rec ea. 
"• • Contrast of oohor-
1,64 "• •• oernebatur equitatus nostri proelio 
noviasimos 1llorum premi vehementer •• 1t• • Anaphora 
and slight contra.st :-which stresses the nouns somewhat . ' .
more than the possessives • 
.About a third,,· as me.y be seen from the above quotations, 
of the unemphatic followiog possessives are with nouns that. 
tend to be contrasting. ?he use of anaphora when there 
is contrast h~ interestir.;g. In fact 1 t is hard to separate 
in one's mind the inner f oroe of o on trast and the 
balanced appearance of anaphora. In reading balanced 
phrases one feels there must be a sort _of contrast, often, 
in the words •. one might argue that. if a ••• b 1s con-
trasted with o ••• d, bis contrasted with des much as a 
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with b_~, Hoiivever, 1n l.64 (second example above) the nouns 
are probably more important t1:ian nostr1 and illorum. This 
is. the Only example Of. exactly·- tbEf t•a. • • b t O • • • d", type 
/'
which I have to quote in this group of adjectives. 
' '
The examples here quoted, which show how nouns fre-
quen~ly are placed when they are in contrast with other 
words, strengthens the figUrea:.::already given, which 
indioel'te that contrasting adjeoti ves are placed first. 
Proper Adjeoti ves 
'Preceding Following 
31 






Total praoeding,.18 •45% 
Total following• 22 = 56% 






Preceding emphatic, 9= 75% (all. contrasting.) 
Following emphatic, 3 • 25% 
19 
Proper adjectives are similar,· often, to possessivos, 
especially when :referring to person~. · 'rhe preceding 
proper adjectives which were considered contrasting are 
quoted. 
1.9 "Tota Italia deleotus haber1, retiner1 legiones 
II, quae ab se simulatione Parthioi belli sint abduotae, 
o1v1tatem ease.in armis." Contrast implying the legions 
were·taken not for a Parthian war but tor a civil war. 
2·.17 "M. Varro •• ·.ditfidens Pompeianis rebus 
amto'issime de Oaesare loquebatur. 
2.32 "Hao vox rortuna atque h1s ducibus repud1atis 
Corfiniensem 1gnom1nie.m, Italiae tugam H1sp,aniarum 
diditionem, Afriot bellt· pre.e1udio1a, sequ1m1n1"! The 
~:'>l.f • 
anaphora is interesting.· 
2~34 '1Sed praeoooupatus animus Attianorum m111tum
timore et t'uga et oaede suorum hihil de rosistendo 
oogi tabat. • • • " Thia follows· a: description of' what . 
Curio's soldiers were doing. 
2.v !?Sed Nas1d1ane.e naves nullo'usui fue:runt 
oeleriterque pugna exoesserunt ••• •" Contrasted with 
''Bruti olasse" in preceding s entenoe. 
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1~40 "Boo idem fere atque eadem de oausa Pompe1an1 · 
exeroi tus duoes ,raoiebant. '' The first part o:r the paragraph 
describes. ne as~es taken by the Fabian army.
l.40· "Quo.oognito a Petreio et Afr~nio ex aggere 
atque orat1bus, quae flumineiferebantur, oeleriter suo 
' • ' ' ~ : j ~. 
p~nte .Afran1us que~ oppido oastrisque ooniunotum habebat 
..
legiones IIII equitatumque omnem traieo1t, ·duabusqua Fabiants 
! . ' . 
ocourr1t legionibue.tt This is not, (?f course• a very 
sharp contrast, but some contrast is present, nevertheless. 
1.25 "1Iis datis mand~tis Brund1s1um own legionibus Vi 
( (Caesar) ) perveni t • veteranis III et reliquis • quas ex 
no~o ,deleotu oonteoerat atque in 1t1nere.oompleverat; 
Domitianas enim oohortea protinus a Corfinio in S1o111am 
miserat." 
In this,group ~t.1~ fairly clear again that ocntrasting 
adjectives tend to be ·placed tirst. 
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Pronominal Adjeotives 
. .Preceding . ' . 'Following 
Oontr Not Contr Unemph Oontr·Not Contr Unemph 
Immed. · 3 3
sepa.r. 2 5.
5 8
Total· number, 60 
P.reoeding, 57 • 95% 




Emphatic preceding= 13 ~ 86.67% 
Emphatic following= 2 • 13.35% 
l l 
l 
·l · 1· 
·Altar: and· .al1uJl were· not _in.eluded in· this· group, 
though' they are pronominal, ·but were plaoed purposely 
in the "oon.trasting" group, along ~11th ·ptergue • ·also.· 
A much greater percentage than ~.sual of the· pro-
nominals precedes the noun modified. The percentage 
of emphasis in the preceding position· is smaller even than 
it would be if position had no etfeot,on emphasise· And, 
while the number or oases is small· for reliab 111 ty • :the 
immediately preceding position does not seem .to be a 
favorite one for «sonorous" emphasis. Only three pro ... 
nominals ware round ·to follow their nouns. Care must 
be taken not to ·draw oonolusiona quiakly from a very small 
number. of oases, in whoiµ. the probably error would be 
correspondingly large. However, the fe.ot that two out 
of these threa seem to be undoubtedly emphatic is sug-
' .
gestive.. It ie not claimed that ·this ratio would 
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invariably hold with a large number of oases• of course. 
l. 78 "Premebantur Atranian1 p~bulatione.~ ·e.quabantur 
aegre. Frumenti oopie.n( le~ionarii normU,llam habebant. • • " 
Monnullam · waa considered ooritrasting. This was the only 
pronominal both separated ·and following-•mid it is 
emphatio. 
2.6 "Commisso proel1o• Mass111ens1bus res nulla ad 
virtutem deficit •• · •• rt This was listed as emphatic 
but not co.ntresting. 
The· unemphatic example f'ollows; 
l.33 "Ouius· oogr ... i to oonsilio Caesar trustra diebus 















Number" preceding, :~16 =·98.18%
Number following; 4 ## 1.a2% 
: ' i'
Mumber emphatic,·· 25,· (all contrasting). 
Number preoeding emphatic= 100% 
Mumber,immediately preceding= 169 t:i '18.24% 
, Number· separated :preceding ., 47 = 21.76%'
Im..."llediatelypreoed.ing contrasting= 11 = 44% 
Separated preceding contrasting = 14 ~ 56%, · 
4 '
:4 . '
It is sign1f1oe.nt how the proper t1ons in the last two 
oaloule.tion:s made above reverse th.emselves. One may 
reason that the oontrastir.g signif'icanoe of the immediately 
preceding position pr,obably was dulled by frequent use in 
the case of the demonstrative, so that the attentioti-
oe.llfngdev1ce .of separating the adjective was resorted to. 
These are the four demonstratives round which follov.red. 
Their vary small number 1s noteworthy. 
2.28 °Erat in exeroitu Vari Sextus Q.uint111us Varus, 
quem ruisse yorfinii supra demonstratum est. Hio dim1ssus 
.a Caesare 1n Africam venerat,. legionesque ~ traduxerat 
Curio, quas superioribus temporibus Corfinio reoeperat 
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Caesar. ff Lee;i o.n.~ was perhaps put first to • • •
show change or subject. 
2.l ".Mass1l1a enim fare tribUS' ex o·pp1d1 partibua 
mar1 alluitur; .reliqua quarta est,.quae aditum habeat ab 
terra. Huius quoque spat1·1 p·ars ea, quae ad aroem per-
tinet loo1 natura et valle altiss1ma.munita longam et 
d1ff'1o1lem ha bet: oppugnati.onem." I cannot feel that 
there,is any.reason pertaining to emphasis for the word 
order hare. Th.e order is oh1asmio• or course. 
1.44 noenua ere.t pugnae militum illorum ut magno
impetu primo p:roourrent •• 
reason for this order. 
• ~ n, There. r.nay be a rhythmic 
2.36 ,rErat irr oppido multi tudo · insolens belli d1urn1-
tate ot11, ,Utioenses pro quibusdam ·Oaesaris in ae benef'1o11s 
1111 am1oiss1mi, conventus 1a qui e:r.: var11s gener1bua oon-
staret, terror ex superioribus proel11s ma.gnus." ((fil! 
( 
amdloisaimi••"who were most friendly to.bim"--was considered 
to be in apposition rather ~han attributive.)) I believe 
the anaphora of the nouns in this sentence explains the 
position of 1!• 
In two cases out or four• then, the position of the 






























Idem is the most emphatic demonstrative,· then lli• 
It is probable that ~ never. follows 1 ts noun because 
it is eo frequently used like the. ·rclative--to refer back 
... to something that has gone before. :It has, or course, a 
more distinct ond emphat:1:e character than the relative. 
adjective. It oan bridge· a wider gep than oan· gu1. The, 
following is an example.of this: 
l.50 "Bae permanserunt-aquae dies complures." ~ 
goes baok to the beginning of chapter 48. 
It is true 111 th both ot these adjectives as w1 th 
the whole, that the preceding separated position is more 
emphatic than the innnediately preceding. 
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Indef1n·1 te Adjectives 
Preoeding Followi~g 




Oontr .Not. Oontr Unemph 
6
se~ar · .·1 11 
l 19 
Total ·number~ 25 
N~ber_preceding • 20 =80%
Number following~ 5 = 20% 
5
The proportion preceding· is.':11t,qut average. It. is 
< ' · , . /t~ . , I ,i :, }.i i ,. ! 
interes:t~ng that 48% of the ·total ·are,; se;Parated from the 
l \ ' ' 
~oun. Only one indefinite was considered emphatic (also: 
con tra.s t.d.ng) •
·. '·.4\i.~i 
, l.6'1 ~ • •• etsi ,e.liguo.aooepto detrimento tamen summa 
exeToitus ~salva looum qu.em.petant capi posse." Aliguo . 
is, in my c,p1n1on, oont~asted with summ~. 
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Relative Adjectives. 
Preceding · ·, Following 
Immed. 
Oontr Not Contr Unemph Contr Not Contr Unemph 
08 
separ •.
Total i 89 = al'l ... preceding 




Ten. of the 21 f;eparated adjectives are separated only 
by· preposi ti-ons. Two aro, separated by participles in the 
ablative ab"eolute1; The relative must precede, naturally, 
because it has the~ function of eny other aonneot1ve. 
Intensive Adjeotives 
Preceding Following 








The fact tha~t ~ipse, is translated "himself". in English 
makes one think n.t first that it· should tsually be emphatic. 
Oonaider.ing it 1nore carefully, ohe finds that' 1 t really 
intensifies its noun. ··For 1nste.noe1 in ·reading the 
tollov1ing sentence aloud one·, s vo1oe almost involuntarily 
emphasizes the noun }?ompeius. 
l.4 "Ipae Pompeius totum se ab eius ·o.m1o1 tia averterat." 
This faat is 1nterosting because the.intensive preoedes in 
all caees but one~ In this instance. at least, the preceding 
position is not therefore, the emphatic one. 
The only following intensive I have counted as emphatic 
and contra.sting. 
2. 9 ••. • • turris · tutW!l per se ipsum · pressionibus ex 
oont1gnatione prim.a suspendere ao tollere coeperunt." Se-
is more oolorl ass than a common, or especially a prope·r, 
noun. would be. 
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Interrogative Adjaotives 
Five we~e·found, two immediately preceding and three 
separated and preceding. · They were·- oonsidered unemphatic. 
A:dJeotives o:f' Quantity.
Preceding Following 
Contr Not Contr Unemph Contr· !Tot Contr Unemph 
Immed. 13 9 169 
Separ.· 5. 13 46
19 22 215 
Total,· 291 
Preceding, 256 = 87.97% 





PreoedinS empha t1o, ,11 = 71. 93% 
Following emphatic, 16 = 28.07% 
Total Oon·trastiDg·, 25 
Preoeding,:19 = 95 % 
Following, 6 = 24% 
Total Sonorous,. 32 
Preoeding, 22 = 68.75% 




The percentages for this a:pecitio type of adjective 
~gree with the. general statements ·which have been made. 
Empha.ais·of any kind, the figures~ ·show, tends to fall 
on the following modifier. it contrasted adjective is, 
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however, a little more likely to precede than an adjective 
1rhioh is sonorous •. Here ag'ain, perhaps, we see the dulling 
effect of frequent "use oi one device. ' .. ' '·It may be that the 
original tandanoy·::was, always to be.lance contrasted adjec-
tives by placing them before their nouns--perhaps even to 
make all emphatic e.djeoti ves ·precede. But as ~ime went 
on this tendenoy--ir there was auoh--evidently weakened, 
though less so for contrast. Hovever, if it were possible 
to judge ,degrees of contrast with any hope of objective 
aoouracy 1t· seems reasonable that the strongest contrast 
would be found in adjectives which follow their nouns. 
The following figures are for the single adjeot1 ve 
omnis • . . ..
Preceding Following 




Total = 118 . 
Preceding, 9, = 82.2% 
Following 21 = 17.8% 
Emphatic= 23 
Preceding, 14 = 60.87% 






·3 6 12 
It .oan be seen that omnia is less l~kely, even; than 
the other adjectives of qu~ntity to precede when empha~io. 
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The percentage of preceding oontrasted adjectives, also, 
is smaller ·than \vould be- expected if _position mr1de no 
differenoe in emphasis, be~ng about ,2%, whereas ·more 
than 82% of all the adjectives precede~ 
. .£>receding 
Comparat1 ve 1\dje otives 
Following. 
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PreQeding ?5 = 83.37% 
Following 15 = 16,6'% 
Emphatic 59 
Preceding 52 ·= 88.14 




3 1 l 
6 1 8 
These figures are similar to those for posaesei ve 
adjectives exoept that tre re is a smaller diecrepanoy 
between total poroentage.s an~ emphasis percentages. 
'.rhe following were ·considered sonorous rather than 
contrasting. ·They are all separate~ from ~heir nouns. 
l. 46 ". • • atque int~r duas aoies I8 requi tans 
oommodiorem e.o tutiorem noatr1s receptum dat." 
2.19 "• •• non civis Romanus paulo notior quin ad 
diem oon,reniret." 
Oomparat1ves are, of course, or course, ordinarily. 
contras ting. Again we find as was true.with possessives. 1 
that contrast, -coming<first to the mind 1 consequently 
has first .place. We found ths,t the imme~Uately preceding 
position was eomewnat nworn out" 1n·the oase·of the 
demonstrativ.e and, the seperat~d. preceding place was more 
45
often used for contrast •. 
Comparing similar figures, we do not find so great 
a discrepancy,. though there 1s a small one. 
Total immediately preceding, 63 = 84% 
Total separated preceding, 12 = 16% 
Itmnediately .preclading emphatic c; ·ao~7?'%
Separated preoedi11g empba tic = 19. 23% 
This difference may·be reasonably supposed to be due to the 
fact that the demonstrative is much ·more frequently used. 
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,contristing Adjectives 
.Preced i1'1g F~lowing 







Preceding 65 =98.48% 





Preceding emphatic, 39 =97.5% 
Folowing emphatic• l =2.5% 
l 
Separated preceding, 10;·:·, 60% are emphatic. 
Immediately preceding, 55; 60%_ are emphatic. 
! 
,' ! ' 
This division is not a granm1at1oal one. It relates 
. ·•
only to the meaning of these adjecti vea ~~~ was made., on 
thJ.s basis because of the individual charaoter of this 
study~ It 1noludes the folowing adjeotJves: reliquus, 
' .
aliue, uterque, oontrarius0 alter. 
The vast majority of preceding adjeoti_vesin th:ts
group is interesting and signitioant. ·When their nature is 
considered. It is another bit ot evidence that it 1s, in 
general. oontrirn't v,bich gives a stressed adjective fit' st 
place. 
• I 
· The very unusual position in the folowing exam~le 
was, however, considered emphatic. Here again the. diftioult 
question of the degree of ocntrsst enters in. It is to be 
noticed that when the sentenoe under consideration is read 
4'1
aloud one•s voice natu,;ally stresses the 0 reliqua" quite 
strongly: 
2.ll °Compluribus eam lapid1bus: ex ··ea quae suberat 
turri subduotis• repentina ruiria pars eius· turri~ oonoidit, 
' • ' - '. ' l . 




Contr Not·contr Unemph· Contr Not Contr Unemph 




Preceding 77 = 88,51% 









Mumber e·mphatio 21; · 71.43% preceding; 28.57% following. 
Number contrasting, 5; 60% preceding; 40% following. 
Number.sonorous 16; 75% p;reoeding; 25% following. 
The number of emphatic superlatives is,rather small 
for statistical reliability, especially in.the case of the 
contrasting superlative. The number of sonorous superlatives 
is somewhat larger, however/ nnd show the tendency ot 
sonorous adj·ectives to follow their nouns. 
Absolute Superlatives 
Preceding Follov1ing 
Contr Not Contr Unemph Contr Not Contr Unemph 
Imm.ea. 6 lo 3 2
Separ ... __ . _1 _______ 5 ________ 1______ _ 
l 
Total 52 
Preoedins, 26 = 81.25% 
Following, 6 c 18.75% 
19 4 2
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Abolsute superlativ~s are obviously not usually 
- oontra.$t1ng-•they a.re equivalent to o~r absolute super-· 
latives in 1i:nglish or to an i talioized word. . A largee 
percentage Qf tb.ese adjectives follows than is true of the 
pure 'superlatives. 
Pure Superlatives {1nolud1ng superlatives 
denoting place and time.) 
Preceding Following 
Contr, Not.Contr Unemph Oontr,Not Contr Unemph 
Im.med. 2 4 36 2 .0 l 
8epe.r. ........"""'0___2_._____7_____·0....,_ __o....,_ __1_____
2 G.
Total· 55 
Preceding 51 = 92.75% 
Following 4 =, 7.27% 
43 2 0 2 
These figures, .,when compared with the preceding 
table Eire particularly s1gnit1oant _because practically 
no subjeotiv1ty enters into them. It is obvious that 
absolute superlatives would not in general contrast with 
any other words, and thi.s, type of superlative is easy 
to distinguish. It 1s rather frequently emphatic, 
moreover. Therefore, if a larger percentage of this 
type.f'ollowsthan of the remaining superlatives it would 
seem to be evident that a word which is emphatic but not 
contrasting has a tendency to.!"ollow its noun. 
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Adjective Pairs 
Otte~ t_w._o adjeoti ves· are used together, 1n ex_press1ons 
.s·uch as t•hi omnes" or "hoo idemtt.. These have been considered ............ ~ ... s. .......... __ _ 
separately. Twenty-four ~ere fom:1c1 t. of which nine _seemed
to have some degree of emphasis. Eight· were oomb1nat1ons 
with an emphatic omnis, and in all but t\\o orrJ1is follcv,ed. 
It should be noted that in combination with hie the onmis - --
seemed normally to follow, so that the two exceptions are 
examples of abnormal order. They do not prove, hovtever,. 
that the rirst pl.aoe is emphatic, but that the unusual 
place is emphatic, because, if the ·former were true, one 
would find that h.!,q in the many uses of hi omnes, eto. 
would be often emphatic. 
·1.t'ollowing are·. the two oases in vrhioh omn1s preceded: 
l.4 "Omnibus his resistitur omnibusque oratio 




85 "Neque enim sex leg1ones alia ·de oausa missas in 
Hispania.m, septimamque ibi oonscriptamneque tot tantasque 
olasaea paratae.rteque subm1ssos duoes rei mil1taris 
pe~1tos. Nihil 'horum ad parandaa H1span1as, nihil ad usum 
provincia.e·provisum, quae propter dturnitatem paoia nullum 
auxilium desiderarit." ....o......mn .......... 1_..a~ 1am pridem contra ,a·e
parai;. " . .... I have quoted a good dea'i · o·r the preoedi~g 
passage to show the stron~ fooling in t~is speech • 
.Anoth:er interesting example is a oombinetion ot 
idem and hoo. In all but this one example ,a.em follows - - -
hoo\ The idem I oonsidered emphatic. - -
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l. 74 "• - •• oomplu1·esque tri buni mil1 tum et oen turiones 
ad Caeaarem veniunt seq_ue e1 commandant. Idem hoo ri't
a prineipj:bus Rispe.niae quos evooaverun t et 1seoum in 
oo.st:r·is he.bebant obsidum looo. n The same speech quoted 
above in I.85 also gi~es this example whichhai boon ·used· 
in oonneotion with the possessives. 
se, 
nReliquoa enim omnea off1o1um suum ~raestitisse: 
.
• • •• e:xeroi tum suum. · • • ; illius denique exeroitus 
milites. " • •
The religuo~ is obviciusl!y oontrnsting and stands in · 
first plaoe in an anaphorioal arrangement. Omnes, however, 
is also emphatic, in my opinion, but not contrasting--
and it stands in e. following·. separated position. 
li.,rom ·this peculiar type of adjectival combination 
one may gather th~t the first pla oe may be considered 
emphatic if it is unusual, an added strength being given 
when a mechanical arrangement of clauses, such as anaphora. 
is used. 
Part III. Conclusion 
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I. Position without regard to emphasis. 
In every case except that of the proper adjeo_tives, 
"--.
of which e. separate category w1s made because of their 
oontrafiting nature. more than half of the adjectives 
precede. (The proportions in this case are 45% preceding 
to 55% following .• ) The faot_ t~at ndjeotives so often 
precede 1s e.t variance· with the statements of the 
Hale-.Buok, Gildersleeve, /1llan and Greenough, Roby•
Harkness, Sloman. and Madvig grammars. Bennett•s and i1) 
KUhner• s st·a tements agree better with the findings of 
this study. 
1. See Introduction 
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II. Emphasis. 
Diagram of Emphasis in Preceding Position 





. Possessive + ++
Proper . - ++
Pronominal + +•
Demons tra ti ve + ++ 
Indef 1ni te + ++
Relative: + 0
Intensive + +-




Superlative + +• 
l. Plus in second oolumn indicates respective types of 
adjective precede more than ·50% o_f the time. First plus 
1n third column indicates the preceding place has over 
50% of the emphatic oases. Second plus or minus means 
the peroentnge is. respectively greater or less than the 
percentage in the second column.· 
2.· Only one emphatic. 
3. Follovrs only once. 






Thia diagram does not, :t~ke· into account the difference 
between·oontrasting and non-contrasting emphasis, and it 
does not show varying degrees. or emphasis. Uevertheles_s • 
...
1t is useful aa a. rough p1e.ture of the influence of emphasis 
on· adjective placing. We find that 1n half of. the·· cases 
{marked++) a greater percentage of preceding adjectives 
is emphatic than would be true if emphasis·were of no 
...
importance in word order. But note the types of adjeoti ve 
of whioll this true: numeral• poasesaive, proper. demonstra-
tive, 1ndef1n1 te, comparative. In the case of the numerals . .
it is contrast whi.oh brings up the emphasis percentage for 
those numeralls v1hioh pre·oede. The possessives and. proper 
adjectives, and the demonstratives are contrasting. Only 
one indefinite was considered emphatic; so this type should 
hardly be considered in this kind of diagram. The compara-
tives are contrasting. 
On the other side, it is true that the intensive and 
contrasting ·types have on.ly one example in the following 
position, but these two types are more colorful than the 
1~def1n1tes, and. the single examples round are themselves 
emphatic. However, supposing that they are omitted, and 
' 'that the influence of contrast is ignored, we have five 
types tending to be empha tio 1n first place and four in 
last place. This is'quite a different picture from that 
given by some of the grammars, Vlhioh state flatly that 
the f'1rstpplaoe is the emphatic position. Consid~ring 
the type of adjective tenB1ng to be emphatic in first 
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one would conclude that emphasis when it is not contrasting 
emphasis, is likely to throw the adjective into the 
following, more unusual position. 
Moreover, 1n the general ·conclusions made at the 
beginning of this study, in: which all the adjeoti ves are 
treated together, the percentages poi'nt to last place as 
more emphatic than first. 
A brief outline will show how the grammars agree or 
disagree with the al,ove oonolusions • 
. Professor Ullman is oorreot in finding that ,the 
possessiy-e is emphatic in first place~ It is.natural that 
this should be true·. baoA.u~e 1 t is the contrast of "mine''. 
and "thine" v1h1oh accounts for emphasis in the· case of 
the possessive, but his·etudies ca~not be oonsidered 
authoritative for emphasis with respect to other adjectives. 
~ 
Hale and Buck have. good general rules for making a 
word emphatio, but, .if their rule or "reversing normal· 
order" to gain emphasis is followed, a wrong.impression is 
received, beoause they make another statement that adjec-
tives normally follow their nouns. 
Gildersleeve says the emphe.tio attribute is commonly 
put before the subs tan ti ve. , His g;enerol rules• as in the 
case or the Hale-Buck grammar, are more in aooorda.no.e w1 th 
the oonoluaions here reached: · "Reversing·normal position"; 
-'Approximation of similars or opposites"; "Separation." 
Bennett _recognizes that possessives emphatic in first 
place are: in oontrast. He says that for the sake of 
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emphasis normai order is often abandoned end the emphatic 
word is put at the begi11nirig1 less oft.en at the end. This 
is correct in that it partially recognizes that it is 
the unusual position, and not ·one partiou:Lar place or 
another~ that makes for;emphasis; yet it :seems too much 
influenced by the usual mechanical· rules. 
Allan .!!!lS, Greenoup;t}~ Nothing could be more arbi tra.ry 
and more colorless than their rule. It could not apply to 
anything so variegated.a.rid flex1ble·aa e language. 
Roby's sta'temen't that e.nY word whioh is to be mad6
emphatic··· is: placed at or nee~ the ·beginning· of the sentence. 
or sometimes, if not the primary predicate, at the end, 
may be interpreted to mean that the unusual place is 
emphatic •. He says also that an unemphatic word between 
a ,pair of connected v:ords gives emplias is · to the first, and 
this is often .true. 
Harkness 1says'·that adjectives v1hen emphatic generally 
stand before the noun.'. But he also·states that two words 
are eometcimes made emphatic by separation. Vlhy both _,...__ 
should be aade emphatic, except on·oooasion, 1s a 
question. 
Sloman has general rules similar· to those or Hale-Buok 
and Gildersleeve~ However, ha is infected with the en-
thusiasm f'or first pla oe as the empha tio pos1 tion, for he.
makes a special rule of "placing a word first when 
natural position is elsewhere;" whereas, "Invension of 
normal order" would have been sufficient •. 
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}4adv;1s is. wrong in saying that.the adjective usually 
~ol~ov;~,: b~t h~ d~es state oo!re~tly that the adjective 
may be separated·from the substantive and made emphatic. 
\ '• '
Ktthner makes the clearest statement of ~11 ~he 
grammars• ·e.l though he does not d.iftere~tiate between kinds 
of emphasis. He subscribes. however, to'.no meohanical idea 
that this .. :·ar 'that location in the sentence is per §.!. 
: .
emphatic, but stresses the faot that the out-of-the-ordinary 
position. whlo~·hfit recognize~ in the 9e.se of the attributive 
to be the follow~ng place, is emphatic. KUhner, therefore, 
is superior to the grammars in two respects: his statis-
tical knowledge ot' the usual order of the adjective is· 
correct; and his philosophical interpretation of the facts 
is logical. 
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